Why Max Total Security?

Easy User Interface, Quick Installation, Fast scan, Powerful threat Detection and 24x7 support

Features at a glance:

- Multi-threaded Scan engine with enhanced detection
- Advance Active Monitor to protect against all types of Malware
- Anti-Phishing to protect against all online threats
- Application white listing ensures only known applications execute
- Advance USB manager
- Ransomware protection
- Artificial intelligence with machine learning
- Lost laptop tracker
- Data back and Restore

Virus Protection
Fastest and Lightest scanner, can detect and remove all kinds of malware

USB Guard
White-list USB/Mobile Read/Write/Password/ Monitor Activity

Web Filter
Blocks unsafe and malicious websites, only browse what you configure

Parental Control
Monitor & Control for how many hours a day your children/employees can use PC and Internet.
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Two-way Firewall and IDS
Stops threat at entry point and network

Data Backup and Restore
Backs up all the files so that they are safe from Ransomware

Vulnerability Management
Scans for outdated windows updates

Secure Email Management
Prevent any malware from downloading through emails

Anti-Spam and Anti-Phishing
Protects from online data thefts and spams

Safe Browser
Safe for Banking, no malware can infect, copy/paste typed data or view browsing habit

Artificial Intelligence
Strong algorithm with well modeled data with zero false detection

PC Tuner
Optimize and improve PC performance

Threat Community
Continuously monitoring new malware

Customer Support
Always online 24x7

System Requirements
Operating system: Office SP2 and higher
CPU: Intel Pentium 4 or higher
RAM: 1 GB
Disk Space: 1 GB
Browser: IE 6.0 and higher
Internet connection required to update and register

Integrated with Microsoft Security Center, tested by ICSA labs, AppEsteem and OPSWAT certified, presence on VirusTotal.com

Visit https://www.maxpcsecure.com to know more about our company and other products
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